
Dob4a«*i# navk New screenshots and info 
rvncci vorit PLUS! Multiplayer screens Is Pinball 

lly Dead? 
OVER 100 GAMES 
► Pokemon Gold & Silver ► Meta 
► NHL 2K ► Gran 
► Syphon Filter 2 ► Ridge Racei 
► Pokemon Stadium > Tomb Raider (Game Boy) 
►Mario Party 2 > Zelda Gai<L» 

THE WORLD'S #1 VIDEO GAMES MAGAZINE FOR 10 YEARS 



"The Critics have Spoken on the 

Action /Adventure Game of the Year!" 

"A technical achievement...Soul Reaver 
iv-rrft ' _:_:_£ delivers an epic piece of 

vampiric literature...93%" 
- IGN.com « 

^ "Soul Reaver is a deep game 

possessed with a myriad of 

impressive little touches...9/10" 

- VideoGames.com 

"3D exploration and adventure 

at its finest...Game of the Month.” 
- Expert Gamer Magazine 

"Soul Reaver's environment's are jaw dropping.” 

- Gaming-Age.com jpE 

"98%” 

- PS Extreme Magazine 

As Raziel, stalk Nosgoth feeding 
on the souls of your enemies 

• Engage your creator, Kain, 1 
in an epic struggle for dominance 

PJ Sega#DreamcasL 
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flfmjmtm^tifiHTENiNe Ga^f 
Jr’,'>n Or Tin: Year. "‘4’Next Gen 

capcom^ 

The Survival 

Horror Game 

That Will Totally 

Consume You. 

All Of You 



Z BRUTAL SIDEKICKS ZSWEAPQNS.QF MASS DESTRUCTION 

You are dropped in the 

swamp and end up in the 
sewer of Mishima's prison 
fortress. You will make one 
friend, Superfly, and a horc 
of enemies. You might evei 
find the mighty Daikatana. 

Time travel is proving 
to be hell. Lemnos Isle, 

The Catacombs of 
Athens, The Acropolis, 

The Parthenon - all infested 
with hideous reminders of 

Greece's mythical past. 
Lay history to rest. 

It's cold. It's snowing. 
And, as if that was not 
enough, it's also the height 
of the European plague. 
You do not want to be here. 
Then again, no one wants 
you to be here. 

it out alive. You could 
scour the fallen city and 

find Kage Mishima. And you 
could set history straight. 

BiDOD-CURDLING DEATHMaTCH 

GREECE 1Z00 B.t.E. JAPAN 2455 C.E. 
"Daikatana will depart from the typical lone-hero-versus-the- 
world paradigm of the current slew of 3D first-person games." 

-COMPUTER GAMING WORLD 
"Classic Romero - deliberately hyper, handsomely 
rendered, and perpetually hurtling forward" ^ 

QRWAYJBO C.E. SAN FRANCISCO 2030 C.E. 

used to be. It's much iff? / 'S . - 

m 
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VIVA LAS VEGAS 



EGM@zd.com 
Question of 



VIVA LAS VEGAS 
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MOO LOCK. YOO’LL vEi.0 IT. 
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Press Start The Honest Gaming News on the Planet 

We’ve all been playing 

Murder Simulators 



i the benign Pong ii 

game in the 1970s to games in the 1990s 
that act more as murder simulators...” wthde 

S53SSS 









HEAR MUSIC NOW 

See the 
sent in by readers 

or submit your own. 
We dare you... 

from 
all bands on the soundtrack 
given away each week. 

STATIC-X 
SLIPKNOT 

FINGER ELEVEN 
COAL CHAMBER 

FULL DEVIL JACKET 
INCUBUS 

AMERICAN PEARL 

JSL 
MOVIE IN THEATERS FEBRUARY 4 



Take a deep breath and read carefully: 

THE MOST ANTICIPATED FIGHTING GAME OF THE 



Purchase Dead or Alive 2 and receive a 
limited edition holographic poster featuring 
the amazing warriors from the game. 





Warrior princess 



Quartermann - Video Game Gossip & Speculation 



COMING UP NEXT 

esprit h games 01 



The Top 20 Best-Selling Games of November, 

11 X2k # NEW 
|2 Tony Hawks Pro Skater & 

mmm 

13 “IF™ & NEW 
14 Spyro the Dragon 

■JQ Super Mario Bros. Deluxe 1 T 
IQ SpyroHiptnsRage & NEW 

17 “erDics & NEW 

18 “smo 41 12 

19 ameraCi,, “T 
2Q CrashBandicnn,WARPED 

mama 



COMING UP NEXT 

espnthsgames o 

nba.com 



k Now with ' 
300% more 

losers! » 





PRESS 
START 

Coming Soon - February 2000 m
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PlayStation 
dual shock 

PLAYSTATION 
S.CE.A. 
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Prices valid in U.S. only. Typographical errors are not the responsibility of Electronics Boutique. Not all items moy appear at our outl 
New York City locations. At time of printing, all products are expected to be available. Some packaging and special offers may differ 

change. Manufacturers' delays ore not the responsibility of Electronics Boutique. © 2000 Electroi 



# * 4. I ft • 
Previews This Month In Previews 

Who are you rooting for in SNK vs. GapcomP 

SNK - 821 

Gapcom - 3665 







After reaching legendary status on the PC/ the Might and 
M agic universe is ready to cast its spell on the Playstation. 

Play It m 
a Vengeance* 





PREVIEW Resident Evil 
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-ViA/W'- Thanksjo the VMU, you'Uno 
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Street Fighter III: 







Over 200 cute 8 cool monstfff'tb collect, tame, and tra| 

Breed monsters to create sirongerotfspring with umqj 
magic spells and special abilities 

Play solo, or connect two Came Boys together to battle 
and breed with your friends' monsters 

A spin-off of Japan's best selling RPC game, 
Enix’s Dragon Quest 









GET POCKET PQW EPJ 







PREVIEW 
GALLERY 



Mil You’re alone on this mission, 
so credentials are all 

you’ve got to go on. 

#lt,35 

OCCUPATION: 
Espionage Operative 

SECURITV. clearance.- 

field of OPERATIONS: 

WEAPONS PROFICIENCY: 
Grenade Launcl 
Shotgun 
Sniper Rifie 
Assault Rifle 

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

Sega . 
Dreamcast. 

*p
iv

h 



PREVIEW 
G A L I E R V 

* * 

Swirl 
It’s FREE! There...did that get 

your attention? By the time you 
read this, new Dreamcasts should 
be bundled with this Columns-like 

distributing Swirl with the next 
AT&T Web browser update 
(scheduled for February or 

will be getting it for free as well. 

Match up the purdy swirls of color. 
But the fun is in the multiplayer 
execution. Since you can play Swirl 

can do it four-player split-screen 
style, or send turns over Dreamcast 
e-mail. You can even use the e-mail 
thing to play against PC opponents 
(who can download the game for 

for show-offs to post high scores 

* * 



DECEIT-ION 

DREAMS 



PREVIEW 
GALLERY 

Electronic Gaming Monthly - 80 - www.videogames.c 
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uf The Three temndrms W 1 
1 j* fcuLiblLeJnjrJgI olf irW^xiV\ 

New S improved battle units including Northern Riders a the ndval lin 

Redesigned Battle system it netl Plit system tor more tactical latitude 

nLn duel-based |tratfegies for tiore control of the action \ 9H| 

Over SOO characters and 100 historical event sequences \ \ 

New personal goals/ambition parameter ^defensive traps \ \ 

New Chronological Records system comparing player progress to histoi 

-length lampaigns \ \ 

RemHnrryj 

; scenarios; 

8 Player« 

umiui.koeigamfes.coni 









Surf ^35 w^ a 





time, he's not taking any prisoners. Spyr 
on a rampage in the air, land and sea.Thi 
one fire-breathing dragon ready to take 
the world. Spyro 2: Ripttfs Rage! It's fast, 
fierce. It’s where second-degree burns 
just part of the job. 

Spyro's back Mess with him and 
you'll get burned. 
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The Legend of Zelda Gaiden 
Although there’s not much new to report on Nintendo’s upcoming 

sequel to Ocarina of Time, the company did recently reveal at a toy 
conference in New York that the game will be their big holiday title for 
2000. So, now we know when the U.S. version will be arriving...most 
likely November. As for the Japanese release, it’s still on for March. 
Meanwhile, here are some new screens from Nintendo Power Source. 

All-Star Baseball 2001 

they’ve added a Hall of Fame team with yet-to-be-named superstars from 
the past and present. The other biggie is an improved Arcade Mode. No 
doubt this was done to go head-to-head with its biggest rival on the 
N64-Nintendo’s Griffey Baseball. Look for this, the prettiest baseball 
game ever, in April. 

Fighter Destiny 2 
Imagineer’s sequel to one of the few decent N64 fighting games has 

16 characters, a customizable fighting ring and several modes of play. 
These modes include a board game where you advance by defeating CPU 
opponents (earning new moves and skills along the way) and a rodeo- 
style game where you have to see how long you can last in the ring 

Pokemon Stadium 



Aloha...Hawaii is under siege from terrorist fanatics. 
As Eagle One, command the searing action and fly 5 ** ; 
different attack planes, including the Harrier Jumpjet, into the 
latest hot spot. Turn'n bum, baby...it doesn't get much Harrier than this. 

• Pilot your fully loaded Harrier Jumpjet through 25 adrenaline- 
pumping missions. 

• Attack enemy planes, ships and ground forces in frenzied anti-terrorist action. 
• 1st & 3rd person views capture the non-stop heat. 
• Choose Action or Sim Modes to experience the battles in 2 different ways. 
• Split-screen 2-player action puts you in the middle of head-to-head dogfights; 

or grab a wingman to take out the enemy in cooperative mode. 

igleone-thegame.com 
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PREVIEW 
GALLERY 





The new millennium brings a new breed of K-l tournaments. 
K-l Grand Prix offers more realism, more options and more 
challenge than any other game of its kind. Kick some tail in four 

different modes 

GEMD 

K-l Combines Karate, Kenpo, Kickboxing 
and Kung-Fu in a Single Class Competitior 



History of the GUSTAVE Empire 



* 







& 
WWF SmackDown 



Mummies. 
Tne Unaead. 

Ancient Curses. 









IQSO 
□□□ 
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3^ 



4. 
SaGa Frontier 2 



Good at Time 



4. 
PREVIEW 
GALLERY 



FORGE AN EMPIRE ON IRON HORSE POWER 



45. 
PREVIEW 
GALLERY 
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Fun! Fun! Pingu 
Fun! Fun! Pingu, from Sony 

Music Entertainment, is our 
official cute game of the month. 
You play as a penguin who has to 
cope with life in the Antarctic. The 
game is divided into chapters, 
each with a handful of daily tasks 
that Pingu must complete. These 
tasks range from the mundane 
(fishing for food, going to class) to 
the absurd and silly (jump up and * 
down on a couch). PocketStation §jj 

your penguin on the road. Fun! 
Fun! Pingu is out i 

Here are more screenshots from Parasite Eve II, Square’s sequel to 
their popular “cinematic RPG.” Aya, having been deemed the biohazard 
whiz kid, has been assigned to M.I.S.T. (Mitochondria Investigation and 
Suppression Team). Enemies in Parasite Eve II will be smarter, and use 

~ - - "on Dec. 16 in Japan. God bless the ring. 

tiffin i n n limn 
IIUIILU p virtu 

REAL COMBAT. P LASTIC MEN.™ 

s n 3DO 
www.armymen.com 



AMERICA’S #1 GAME NEWS & TRICKS! 



WIN EXCITING NFL PRIZES! 
EACH STORE CHAMPION WINS 

•An NFL Super Bowl™ XXXIV Cap 
• A Midway NFL Blitz 2000™ Home Game 
• A Free Subscription to Electronic Gaming 

Monthly ™ Magazine 

30 LUCKY WINNERS* Nationwide Get 
Authentic NFL Team Helmets! 

ONE NATIONAL WINNER* will receive a Home 
Arcade Adventure Center! 

sign up today! 
Sponsored by: 





“START VOUR DAY FORTIFIED WITH 

AIR TROOPS, GROUND TROC 

AND 

Iarmymmi 

fcARCESHEROEj] 
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• Top Game Downloads 

• Reviews and Previews 

• Interviews and Game News 
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PREVIEW 
GALLERY 

Sonic Pocket Adventure 
Sonic’s back in rare two-dimensional form on the 

Neo«Geo Pocket Color. Pocket Adventure (available 
now) is loosely based on Sonic 2 for the Genesis. 
Developed by Sega/Sonic Team and published by 
SNK, this is as close as you’re going to get to playing 

much like those in Sonic 2; only the design itself is 
different. For instance, there are new loops which 
take you straight up and around instead of the usual 
circle and corkscrew (trust us—it’s cool). And it’s 
every bit as fast as its 16-Bit parents. 

There are a total of six areas-Neo South Island 
(based on the Green Hill Zone), Secret Plant, Cosmic 
Casino, Aquatic Relix, Sky Chase and Aero Base. You 
can go back to levels you’ve completed from the 

the series until number three) and Mecha Sonic. 
In addition to the regular game, you can link up 

Cardfighter's 
SNK vs. 

Gapcom 
Besides the various fighting games on 

various platforms, the SNK vs. Capcom 
war is also being fought on the card¬ 
playing table. Cardfighter’s Clash is a 
trading-card game that comes in two 
flavors: an SNK version which comes 
with a starter deck of 50 cards starring 
popular (and unpopular) SNK 
characters, like King or the Bogard 
brothers. The Capcom game contains a 
starter deck full of several Capcom 
personalities, from RE’s Leon to Blanka. 
Each cart, however, contains computer 

trading card battles) cards from either 
faction. Your goal is to eventually collect 
an album of all 300 cards, PokSmon- 
style. Naturally, you can fight or trade 
with other players via the link cable. 

SNK is publishing the two carts, and 
they should be out in stores now. 

from both sides of the 2D fight club. 
Highlights of the game include an 
amazing amount of animation per 
character, as well as accurate music 
themes reproduced from each of the 
game’s stages. When you play through 
MOTM in single-player mode, certain 
characters will react to one another if 
they’re lineated within their story lines. 
The game features a special “tag” 
feature that allows you to tag in your 
partners during the fight. So if the Card 
Fighter’s Clash version of SNK vs. 
Capcom isn’t your cup of tea, definitely 
check out MOTM. Besides, it’s all you’ve 
got until the Naomi version comes out 
from Capcom sometime this year. MOTM 
from SNK is out now. 



A Mission-Based Arcade Racing Game 

j reckon yJmd haven't lived life till you Jmmp across 
mij officer of 'Urn law Jn the General k&a* 
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“A backstory that sounds like 
the X-Files meets Tom Clancy” 

^ Nintendo Power 

In Stores March 2000 

W Ihsie, Vfehr^fcbsty*! 

l 

AcliVisioN SS££2fZ 
www.cravegames.com 

' 



JaromirJagr. Humbling goalies since 1990. 



Textbook Hockey Al 



nJZtem wut on to have an impressive 

norm season, well over a 

non, earning Sega’s 

game should you watch for neK[? Sega s 
impressive Naomi-based arcade game Crazy 

Taxi has been high on many people s wish1st 

tor some time, and in early February J»» 
able to have an arcade-perfect conversion 

with lots of extras—in your living room for 

several thousand dollars 

an arcade unit, if you 're really into the idea 

the game, though, you could enter our 

competition on page 150 and try to win an 

arcade machine all of your own. 

By John Davison 
Photography by Michael Sexton 
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fetw^i^^mister^Worki of Shadow _ 
d.a Dangerous-Dimension of Fantasy 
^Lies|a^rwisted)BattiSor Reality^ x 



Oops. Wasn’t watching where I was 
going there. Rich toffs in limos...feel 
my wrath and eat my dust. 



af Kaim 



.learn To Drive Like D Pro 

ilfilli 

Grand Prize - Crazy Taxi Sit-down Arcade Unit 
First Prize - Sega Dreamcast, with Crazy Taxi for the 
Dreamcast and Concept 4 Racing Wheel from InterAct 
3 Second Prizes - Crazy Taxi for the Dreamcast and 



EXCELLENT TITLE TO ADD TO THE [SEGA] DEEAMCAST ..." 
-Game Informer 

It's time for TEE OFF - the first golf game for SEGA DREAMCAST"! 

With 128-bit graphics, the greens have never looked better. And 

with arcade style gameplay. golf has never been more fun! Play 
as a foursome and hit the links. Square off against a friend and 

battle to the fairway. Work on your strategy against 15 talented 

anime opponents. So line up your shot and TEE OFF! 





Play as 3 heroes, each offering a different \ 
gameplay experience: \ 

Blast aliens with 4 different \ 
weapons simultaneously, 

r. Hawkins - Solve puzzles to create 
deadly weaponry. 

lift - Sneak, snipe and shoot in a new suit 
equipped with a cloaking device. 

Unique weapons like the Black Hole Bomb, the 

Atomic Toaster, and Bouncing Sniper Shots that hit 
enemies around corners. 

MDK2 pushes the Sega Dreamcast™ to its limits 

and beyond with massive animated environments, 
wrapping shadows, and characters so detailed 
you can see them blink. 



me Best of 
Power Tools 

Game Boy Camera 





The best peripherals for the 

Dreamcast 





I Fishing Stick 



! EGM 127 



WEBSITES* 

HOT & NOT 
Thank you to all who continue to send us sites. We love checking them 

Weird, gaming-related, zany, funny, cool, stupid and so on and so 

• members.xoom.com/_XOOM/primall/mahir/index.html 
• 216.169.122.124/rayn/turkstud.swf 

• babelfish.altavista.com/cqi-bin/translate? 
• www.easttexas.com/pdlg/theball.htm 
• www.mulletsqalore.com 

• www.dogdoo.com 

• www.geonerd.com 

• y2ksurvival.com/s60p648.htm 
• www.lod.org 

• www.mpog.com/pvp/ 

• jaxer.simplenet.com 

• www.ultravoice.com 

• www.girlephant.com 

— > MM ■ — EGM 

The EGM Hot & Not list—a place where you can get an inside look at 
whatthe staff of EGM likes and dislikes. The list contains general and 
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StingRay 64 



I Screen Beal 

Xplorer FX and 
GameShark Pro 

Rocker 

Iniensor Chair 

Novelty Memory 
Cards 





Sega 
Dreamcast 
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Remember, the only thing to fear is fear 

itself. Especially in this deadly mercenary 







Now that Williams has shut down its 
assembly line, everyone’s asking the 
big question... 

Is 

pnball 
really dead? 



"Pinball is a very romantic product...but 
that’s not what puts money in stock¬ 
holders’ pockets.” -Sega's Peter Gustafson 



created 85 percent of that revenue. By 1981, with the rise of 
arcade video games, coin-op swelled to a $9 billion industry, 

later, by 1983, the industry had constricted back to $4 billion, 
and pinball nearly fell off the gaming landscape. 

again. By the early ’90s, thanks to amazing titles like Addams 

the nether regions of the industry’s boom-bust cycle. Experts 

"...we are committed and dedicated to 
pinball.” -Stern Pinball President Gary Stern 





Koei 

The firstMlast wiped out your Space Center. 

In just 3 hours, the high-tech weapons 

satellite wilfilrike again...lt's your job to 

'Explosive 

“cioventure 
.Nintendo Power 









South Park: Chet's Luu Shack 

Publisher: Activision 

as. (f)' 
Supports: jump Pack 

IHi 
: 

John 





Armorines Project S.W.A.R.M. Castleuania Legacy of Darkness 











Gran Turismo 2 









EG M’s Last 102 Reviews 
From EGM #124 -126 

©•4- S 
Review Archive 

Game Publisher Best Feature Worst Feature Scores Issue tt 





and anything else that can help make 
games more fun and interesting to: 

Tricks of the Trade 
P.0. BOX 3338, Oak Brook. IL 60522-3338 

Hicks of the Trade 





RICKS 



1-900-PRE VIEW 
s^;J73 8439 



RICKS 



tricks@2d.com 



RICKS 

TOP 5 
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□ ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
□ ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
□ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
□ ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart 
PINCH.W PRESS.K BLAST.A WRECK.D 
BREAK.Z PUNCH.S SPRAY.C TURBO.V 
STOMP.T STAND.R PRESS.E DREAM....O 
CRUSH.I SCORE.H SLANT.L CHASE.P 

Mystery 
Word 
Grid 

I PlayStation 
1 a ■ 







The 
TO PLAYING YOUR BEST! 

What is Expert Gamer? 
•1000s of tricks • Playing Tips 

and codes for all and Strategies 
console systems! from the experts! 

High-detailed • Special Features 
Maps reveal all on Controllers 
secrets and items! & Peripherals! 

' wreamcgsi 
• Game Beyfi 
* Game Boyfi Color 

Games 
Accessories and more. 



ACTION FIGURES . 

DBZ Super Battle Collection 
DBGT Super Battle Collection V.2BP* 
NEW! v.37, V.38, v39 & v.42 
DVD Movies Are Available!!! 

ACTION FIGURES 
FOR FINAL FANBTASY 7 AND 8 ARE AVAILABLE 
FINAL FANTASY 8 KEYCHAIN SET 
FINAL FANTASY 8 INTERNATIONAL MEMORIAL ALBUM 
FINAL FANTASY 8 ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ^ 
FINAL FANTASY 8 POST CARD BOOK 
FINAL FANTASY 8 SEAL BOOK 
FINAL FANTASY 8 WALLSCROLLS AND POSTERS 

ALSO: 
Xenogears Memorial Album 
Xenogerars Perfect Works 
Saga Frontier 2 Perfect Worl« 
Parasigte Eve lllustraitons 



Tall From Qnimr Unms |SS@) SAME-^mwe 

Info Line: [ESEi 930-1300 









You know in that Sci-Fi thriller 

when that hacker kid taps into 

the ATM machine then goes 

to the arcade^hangs out with 

his i>uddy*ancM| just about!© 
get a high scOW when that 

evil cyberj^hic organism'bad 

guv cpmes back in time with 
i fyJf J ' 

a Mission to pursue this kid 

he’s deadband then just 

m you think he’s toast, 

this other guy cpmes out of 

nowhere and saves him? 

Well, there ain’t nobody 
coming for you. 



SHARKWIRE" ONLINE 



lightmarish city: 

CAPCOM 
www.capcom. 



Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us www.refromags.com 

i profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
available from the Publishers themselves. 

filing releases from 
iem and do let us know. 


